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Adobe Acrobat X for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2011

	You have to give Adobe credit. There aren’t
	many companies that have managed to
	change the world once, let alone twice. In
	1985, Adobe introduced PostScript, which
	became the rock on which the entire electronic
	publishing industry was built; they
	forever changed the world of professional
	printing. In 1994, Adobe launched...
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XML in Flash (Sams Other)Sams Publishing, 2001
XML in Flash is an excellent introduction to creating state-of-the-art Flash applications with XML. XML is quickly becoming the most popular way to store and manage data. Flash's XML Socket makes it possible to network Flash front-ends to an application server. This allows developers to use a Flash interface for applications such as message boards,...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Playing Guitar (2nd Edition)Alpha, 2001
Learn to play the guitar using this quick and easy guide.  Whether you dream of playing classical guitar, a B.B. King lick, or just the opening bars to "Stairway to Heaven," this book can get you there.  This easy-to-use guide introduces the beginning guitarist to all styles of playing, from classical to jazz and pop. Using basic...
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Sams Teach Yourself Android Application Development in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2010

	Full Color!


	 


	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, learn how to build powerful applications for the world’s first complete, open, and free mobile platform: Android. Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll...
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LightWave 3D 8 RevealedCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Get ready to explore all that LightWave 3D 8 has to offer! Giving you a firm foundation, "LightWave 3D 8 Revealed" allows you to master concepts on both a technical and artistic level. Begin by examining the concept behind each task?the goal and the necessary features that are involved. Then go in depth with the objective of your task as...
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Home Recording Power!Premier Press, 2001
This book is for anyone who wants to record music at home that sounds as good as some project studio productions.  The emphasis is on using a home computer as the central part of the recording studio, a few reasonably priced software applications, and carefully chosen sound equipment. The book takes the reader from start to finish -- from concept...
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Programming Data Driven Web Applications with ASP.NETSams Publishing, 2001
Programming Data-Driven Web Applications with ASP.NET provides readers with a solid understanding of ASP.NET and how to effectively integrate databases with their Web sites. The key to making information instantly available on the Web is integrating the Web site and the database to work as one piece.  The authors teach this using ASP.NET,...
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Mastering Digital Audio Production: The Professional Music Workflow with Mac OS XSybex, 2007
It’s a little embarrassing to think about it now, but when I first bought a computer with the intention of using it to create music I was shocked to find out I’d need external devices such as an audio interface and a MIDI keyboard and interface, as well as a DAT machine or other tape device to record the computer’s audio output. I...
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Caves and Karst of the Upper Midwest, USA: Minnesota, Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin (Cave and Karst Systems of the World)Springer, 2020

	
		This book discusses the karst and pseudokarst of the Upper Midwest, USA, consisting of the states of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Illinois?the first regional synthesis in 40 years. Starting with an overview of the regional geology of what is largely glaciated fluviokarst and paleokarst developed on Paleozoic carbonates, but...
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Windows Azure Platform (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2010

	The Azure Services Platform is a brand-new cloud-computing technology from Microsoft. It is composed of four core components—Windows Azure, .NET Services, SQL Services, and Live Services—each with a unique role in the functioning of your cloud service. It is the goal of this book to show you how to use these components, both...
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Designing an IAM Framework with Oracle Identity and Access Management Suite (Oracle Press)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Excuse me, but who are you, exactly?


	You are a father or mother, a son or daughter, husband or wife, a significant other, a rock
	climber, a kite-flyer, a bicycle enthusiast, a marathon runner, a collector of old movies, a
	secret novelist, a boxing fan. You are the center of your universe. On the picture collage from
	the...
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Windows 8 TweaksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Acres of Windows 8 tweaks from a Microsoft MVP and creator of Tweaks.com!


	From a Microsoft MVP, who is also the savvy creator of Tweaks.com, comes this ultimate collection of Windows 8 workarounds. Steve Sinchak takes you way beyond default system settings, deep under the hood of Windows 8, down to the hidden gems that let...
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